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Jono Miller
It Is Good To Be Near God

'(!`* (pronounced Pryvit)
I’ve just come from a Ukrainian lesson and the amount of Homework I have is starting to
scare me. The alphabet is just so different not to mention the totally different grammatical
structure. Oh well enough lamenting.

God is so good!
Sometimes I forget this though. This last month I believe He is gently forcing me to
understand that I must rely on Him and not my own strength. My luggage was delayed
but He had that under control. Some items were stolen but He has that under control. I
just found out that whoever stole my phone made $288 worth of calls before I could get it
cancelled, but God has
that under control also.
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Tonight is team dinner and I am one of the ones
responsible for cooking. It
is so hard to buy good fresh veggies here. But fatty meat you can find in abundance!
• I guess I have 3 main focuses which I would like you to pray about.
Language Study – this will be ongoing but it is so important to be able to communicate
Relationship Building – I am getting to know some young people, but a trusting
friendship takes time to build. It’s even slower with limited language skills
Accommodation – pray that the right decision will be made and the timing will not be
too far away.
I really appreciate your emails and would also love to get
snail mail. It gets hard when there are only about 5 or 6
people that you can have a meaningful conversation with.
They have to listen to me a lot!!
Here is the alphabet I have to learn:
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